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1. Listen and fill in the missing units. 

Length   Imperial units are miles, ____________, inches and some more units. For example, a trip is 

5 _____________ long, a wall is 16 feet long, and jeans are 28 _____________ at the waist. 

 

2. Match the questions with the quantity they ask about. 
 

Questions Quantity 

How tall are you?  

How much do you weigh? WEIGHT/ MASS 

How heavy is that?  

How far it that? LENGTH 

How long is it?  

 

3. Write I for an imperial unit, M for a metric unit, W for a unit of weight and L for a 
unit of length. 

 Metric or imperial? Weight or length? 

stone   

foot   

metre   

kilometre   

mile   

kilogram   

pound   

gram   

centimetre   

inch   

 

4. Answer the questions. 

How tall are you? I’m ____ cm or _____ft _____ in tall. 

What is your weight? I weigh ____ kg or ____ st or _____lb. 
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SOLUTIONS 

1. Listen and fill in the missing units. 

Length   Imperial units are miles, feet, inches and some more units. For example, a trip is 5 miles 

long, a wall is 16 feet long, and jeans are 28 inches at the waist. 

 

2. Match the questions with the quantity they ask about. 

Questions Quantity 

How tall are you?  

How much do you weigh? WEIGHT/ MASS 

How heavy is that?  

How far it that? LENGTH 

How long is it?  

 

3. Write I for an imperial unit, M for a metric unit, W for a unit of weight and L for a 
unit of length. 

 Metric or imperial? Weight or length? 

stone I W 

foot I L 

metre M L 

kilometre M L 

mile I L 

kilogram M W 

pound I W 

gram M W 

centimetre M L 

inch I L 

 

4. Answer the questions. Example solutions. 

How tall are you? I’m 167 cm or 5ft 6in tall.  

What is your weight? I weigh 60kg or 9st, 6lb or 133lb. 


